
The go-to cord clip for laptops and phones. 
Made of flexible, microbe-resistant silicone with 
amazing shape-memory, BANDIT will quickly 
organize almost any cord that powers and syncs 
your devices.

There’s more.

BANDIT slides under the laptop to air-cool the 
CPU and create a more comfortable typing angle. 
It’s a perfect rest for the phone too – hygienic, 
easy to pick up and gently angled for better screen 
visibility.

Colors: 4
Patent Pending



LIFT brings together two amazing devices to 
create one seamless user experience. Talk to 
friends and colleagues on FaceTime, monitor 
messages or keep an eye on social media. 
It’s all made easy while still focusing on your 
laptop. LIFT is designed with carefully tested 
pressure pads to secure each device securely. 

Made with the same high-quality silicone found in 
medical devices, LIFT is also safe for your screens, 
microbe-resistant, heat-resistant, hypoallergenic 
and always returns to its original shape. Colors: 4

Patent Pending



EKKO is the phone dock that keeps the conversation 
going when you’re getting  ready, cooking or just 
need  your hands  free.

The natural amplifier provides up to 10 decibels 
more sound, while the innovative shelf lets 
the sound out and the charging cord in. 

So the next time you have to say goodbye. Don’t. 
You have EKKO. 

EKKO uses high-quality 3M adhesives to affix to 
smooth surfaces throughout the home including 
mirror, glass and tile.

Colors: 4
Patent Pending



If you’re looking for the quickest solution for 
tangled earphone cords without the hassle of 
winding and unwinding, then TWIG is for you.

Just slide TWIG up the cord to the two buds and, 
presto, they will not tangle.

Scrunch them, put them in your pocket or stow 
them at the bottom of your bag - it doesn’t matter 
- they will emerge tangle-free.

And if you prefer a nice neat wrap, TWIG does 
that too.Colors: 6

US Patent USD741152S1



Designed to declutter, ORBIT has three clever 
solutions for the iPhone in one small accessory 
that’s ideal for home or travel. 

ORBIT not only stores the power cord and 
adapter, this perfect iPhone companion 
also keeps your phone safely off the floor 
and mounted to the wall while charging. 

From soft and protective contact points on the 
inside, to a smooth, curved exterior that slides 
easily into a handbag or pocket, ORBIT is full of 
surprises that make it a must-have accessory for 
iPhone users.

Colors: 4
Patent Pending



ION is the stand big enough to hold a phone, 
but small enough to slide easily into a wallet. 
Using a clever slide and lock mechanism, ION 
flips open to hold almost every phone and 
phablet in landscape mode.

A silicone rubber tab helps to hold many 
phones in a portrait position.

ION is the same size as a credit card and just 
3mm thick.

Colors: 6
Patent Pending




